
Tech Time! At Home From Here.

Download the Arcademi App...

Head to the App Store, Google Play Store, or find the link 
on our website to download the Arcademi app onto a 
smartphone or tablet – no logins required.

Let the Learning Begin...

Read the content on your selected card.

Activate the quiz questions by scanning the image on 
the front of the card with your camera.

Unlock an augmented reality experience by answering 
the question correctly. If not, no worries – give it another 
shot!

Complete the assigned homework tasks on your card. 
Students can opt to tackle 1, 2, or all the tasks – their 
learning is already reinforced through reading and 
answering the quiz question!

Select the focus topic from the menu and enter the 
access code to unlock the digital content.

Swipe through and absorb 5 straightforward 
instructions.

Step into the AR World!

As of October 2023, a whopping 89% of all devices are 
AR-ready! Check out the list of supported devices at 

https://developers.google.com/ar/devices

Sharing is Caring!

Homework Showcase...

Students can showcase their accomplishments by 
uploading homework onto the class portal or bringing it 
in for 'show and tell' throughout the week to share their 
discoveries in person.

Swapping Extravaganza...

Allocate 10-15 minutes on your chosen day for the 
students to trade cards. It's a fantastic opportunity for 
them to discuss what they've learned and maintain their 
excitement about the topic.

Once the students have their new cards safely packed 
away, off they go for another week of interactive 
homework for the whole family to enjoy together. 

With 36 cards in tow and the excitement of swapping 5 
cards every week, get ready for a delightful 7-week 
journey of swapping magic and learning wonders!

Ignite Imaginations, One 
Captivating Card at a Time!

www.arcademi.io

Let's Get Set!

Before you embark on this adventure, make sure you 
have your essentials ready:

5 decks of cards, each with 36 intriguing flashcards
40 Arcademi wallets
1 handy canvas storage bag

Select Your Swapping Day...

Pick a special day each week for the much-anticipated 
card exchange, transforming it into your weekly 
'swapping day' for the children's homework cards on the 
focus topic.

Equip Each Student with an 
Arcademi Wallet...

These nifty wallets act as guardians, keeping the cards 
safe from harm while in the hands of our enthusiastic 
learners.

Distribute 5 Random Cards to 
Each Student...

You can either fill the wallets yourself before the big 
reveal or turn it into a lively activity to distribute the 
flashcards.

Check for doubles! If a student ends up with duplicates, 
encourage them to trade with a friend – variety is the 
spice of life!

Homework Launch...

Students are welcomed to take their set of cards home 
to embark on a week of exploration.

Ensure they return with their wallets and all 5 cards on 
the designated swapping day, ready to trade for a fresh 
set of flashcards for the following week's homework.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

See How It Works


